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Fifth Sunday after the Epiphany—Year B 

Isaiah 40:21-31 

Psalm 147:1-12, 21c 

I Corinthians 9:16-23 

Mark 1:29-39 

 

We have such an interesting passage this morning from Mark’s gospel. Jesus and his 

companions have just left the synagogue in Capernaum where Jesus had taught with 

authority and rebuked an unclean spirit, calling it to come out of the man in whom it had 

taken up residence. Pretty good day’s work, and all who witnessed it were amazed, and news 

about Jesus began to spread like wildfire throughout all the surrounding region of Galilee.  

 

Jesus and his disciples then enter the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John. 

Now Simon’s mother-in-law was sick in bed with a fever. They immediately told Jesus about 

this, and he came to her, and took her by the hand, and raised her up. Then the fever left 

her, and she set about serving them. I kind of wish the boys had had the good common sense to 

pitch in and get supper on the table; I wish they had encouraged this poor woman to rest a while 

longer, but let’s lay that empathetic miss aside and continue with the story. 

 

Remember how news about Jesus had spread throughout all the surrounding region? Well, 

that evening, at sundown, they brought to [Jesus] all who were sick or possessed with 

demons. And the whole city was gathered around the door. And he cured many who were sick 

with various diseases, and cast out many demons; and he would not permit the demons to speak, 

because they knew him.  

 

So, Jesus is doing two things here—he’s curing the sick AND he’s casting out demons. And 

it’s pretty clear that these aren’t exactly the same thing. The outward manifestation may look 

the same, but the inner workings are quite different, and Jesus’ approach is, accordingly, quite 

different.  

 

If we take Simon’s mother-in-law as an example, Jesus is hands-on; he touches her; he lifts her 

up, raises her; and he brings healing and wholeness to her, setting her free to re-engage with 

the fullness of her life. 

 

But what about those possessed by demons? There are two words we often see in the New 

Testament. There’s διάβολος—often translated as “devil”—“the one who throws apart.” This 

manifestation is the one which will show up in the 4th chapter of Matthew as the Spirit leads 

Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted. And there’s δαίμων—translated as “demon.” Thayer’s 

Greek lexicon makes the point that being possessed by demons, being under the power of 

demons, wasn’t just about the physical or mental illness that was outwardly presented—in the 

first century mindset, things like paralysis, blindness, deafness, loss of speech, epilepsy, 

melancholy, insanity—Thayer’s notes that the demon’s purpose wasn’t only to afflict people 

with these ills, but also “to dethrone reason and take its place themselves so that the one 

possessed then expressed the mind and consciousness of the demons dwelling within them.” 

Thayer’s continues, “Their cure was thought to require the expulsion of the demon.” 
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Oh, this just got a whole lot more relevant. Do we not see all kinds of forces at foot trying to 

“dethrone reason” and take its place? Do we not see all kinds of destructive perspectives 

infecting minds and forming consciousnesses?  

 

And is it possible that right now you are picturing those people whom you perceive to be 

possessed by these forces? Oh, we need to be careful here. This can happen to all of us. The 

demon-possessed of the 1st century weren’t bad people; they were just possessed people. The 

capacity to see “the other” as “the enemy” can “dethrone reason.” The ability to reduce 

another to a caricature can “dethrone reason.” Our addiction to the adrenaline-laden news 

cycle can absolutely “dethrone reason.”  

 

There is even a word for it now—doomscrolling or doomsurfing—that useless activity where 

just can’t stop scrolling down the feed on our phones or computers, or when we just can’t 

turn the TV off; that vortex that sucks us in where we just can’t turn away and our minds 

become more and more captivated by “breaking news,” especially by angry or fearful or 

negative “news,” and we keep clicking, which reinforces algorithms that then keep feeding us 

this steady diet of anger and fear and negativity and division and the knowledge of who “the 

enemy really is.” If you’ve ever found yourself up late, or awakened in the middle of the night, 

or upon rising in the morning, or in the middle of the day, scrolling away, losing all sense of 

time, then you know what this possession looks like. 

 

We are all open targets for these forces and energies to come in and “dethrone our reason,” 

dethrone our capacity to see other people as human beings made in the image of God. 

 

And when these demons move in and decide to camp out awhile, we can lose touch altogether 

with that well of wisdom that resides in all of us that flows from the True Self.  

 

Jesus doesn’t mess around with demons. He knows they are dangerous indeed. He doesn’t 

touch demons; he doesn’t try to heal demons; he doesn’t even let them speak because they 

know who he is. Think about that…the demons are cunning, baffling, and powerful. They know 

exactly who Jesus is. And Jesus is smart enough to know how they can take him and the good 

news he’s come to proclaim, and twist that gospel to serve destructive purposes. And so, you 

get things like preachers and slaveowners turning to scripture to support their ownership of 

other human beings; and you get “Jesus Saves” flags while the Capitol is being stormed; you 

get prayers of thanksgiving to God for having breached the Senate chamber. Jesus doesn’t 

let the demons speak; he doesn’t give them the first chance to twist his gospel. Jesus doesn’t 

negotiate with demons; he doesn’t try to bring them along—he casts them out. Mind you, 

Jesus doesn’t cast the person out; he casts the demon out. Do we know the difference? Jesus’ 

goal is to restore the person to their right mind, to rethrone reason—to reestablish that 

beautiful elegant dance between wisdom and will, between the knowing and the doing. 

 

There are some things we desperately need to heal, and there are some demons we need 

desperately to cast out, and it takes discernment to know which is which.  

 

Jesus knows this. So, in the morning, while it was still very dark, he got up and went out to a 

deserted place, and there he prayed. Jesus needed to dip into the well, touch the Source, so 
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that he would be able to continue to tell the difference and to know how to meet the ill before 

him to best bring about the healing and restoration needed. 

 

Of course, Simon and his companions searched for him. When they found him, they said to 

him, “Everyone is searching for you.” [Jesus] answered, “Let us go on to the neighboring 

towns, so that I may proclaim the message there also; for that is what I came out to do.” And 

he went throughout Galilee, proclaiming the message in their synagogues and casting out 

demons. 

 

Jesus knew the need was vast. Healing and casting out the demons that had possessed that 

people was so needed. In time, he will give his disciples power over the unclean spirits, too. 

And so too, has he handed that power on to us.  

 

We might begin with examining our own body and mind and spirit and soul—where are we 

sick and in need of healing? Where has our “reason been dethroned” and the demons have 

grabbed a foothold twisting our mind’s eye and deforming our capacity to see? Where do we 

need to invite Jesus to touch us and heal us and raise us up and break our fever? AND where 

do we need to stand before Jesus and let him cast the demons out of us so that we can be 

restored to our right mind? 

 

And then, where do we need to touch others who are ill, lift them up, raise them up? AND 

where do we need to call out and cast out the demons that have dethroned and locked reason 

away? And where do we need to step out of the fray and slip off to that deserted place to anchor 

back in to the Source so that we can discern rightly when to touch and heal AND when to draw 

the line and cast out the demon, never losing sight that there is a human being in there longing 

to be set free?  

 

And in the spirit of “take the log out of your own eye before addressing the speck in your 

neighbor’s,” how do we sort through the places in our own body, and soul, and spirit, and 

mind that need that healing touch from the parts of ourselves that are demon-possessed and 

need to be sent packing before we then turn to our neighbor who might also need to be 

engaged on BOTH of these levels? 

 

Just as in Galilee long ago, the need in our surrounding region is so great. Jesus is calling us 

to join him and take his message to all the neighboring towns—to teach, to touch, to lift up, 

to heal, to cast out the demons of our time and rethrone reason so that, once again, we can put 

on the mind of Christ and see the other as the beloved they are.  

 

Start with your own heart, and move out from there, knowing that Jesus goes before you 

AND with you with focus and determination. This is what he came to do—he told us so. We 

can take him at his word and trust that, in his presence, cunning though they are, the demons 

don’t stand a chance. Amen. 
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